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Matthew Cushing was born about 1588/89, baptized 2 Mar 1588/89 at Hardingham, Norfolk, England, son on Peter 
and Susan (Hawes) Cushing of Hardingham and Hingham, Norfolk, ENG. He married on 5 Aug 1613 to Nazareth 
Pitcher, daughter of Henry Pitcher “of the famous family of Admiral Pitcher of England” (a reference I can find no further 
information about). Matthew and Nazareth had five children born between 1619 and 1627. On 26 Apr 1638 the family 
boarded the ship Diligent, as did many other members of their church in Hingham, and arrived at Boston MA on 10 Aug 
1638 - part of the “Great Migration” from England to America in the 1630s. They set out immediately to Hingham in 
Plymouth MA where others from Hingham ENG had settled as early as 1633. Matthew Cushing died 30 Sep 1660 at 
Hingham MA, Nazareth on 6 Jan 1681/82.
 
The 1905 genealogy of the Cushing family by James Cushing lists descendants of Matthew and Nazareth beginning on 
page 21. Pages 17 to 20 lists Matthew’s direct line English ancestry, back eight generations to a William Cushing (Cussyn 
or Cusseyn) who “was born sometime during the fourteenth century. He was either the son or grandson of the Galfridus 
Cusyn of Hardingham, Norfolk Co., Eng., who is mentioned in the Subsidy Rolls for Norfolk in 1327.” Because it isn’t 
known if William was the son or grandson of Galfridus the genealogy of Matthew Cushing officially starts with William 
Cushing.
 
Pages 13 to 16 contain information on the ancestry of Galfridus Cusyn in a chapter called “Early Ancestry”, and those 
pages are included in this document. James Cushing notes that this “early ancestry” was the work of Frank Hamilton 
Cushing and he includes Frank Cushing’s manuscript verbatim.
 
The “Early Ancestry” chapter acts as a sort of preface to the “English Ancestors” chapter because of the possible missed 
generation between Galfridus Cusyn and William Cushing (Cussyn or Cusseyn) - William “either son or grandson” of 
Galfridus (a family genealogy must be a strict father to son direct line ancestry, there can be no “missing” generations in it, 
and that’s why the Cushing genealogy begins with William Cushing and not Galfridus or before Galfridus). When I saw 
this ancestry in the book I did a little looking into it several years ago in what other books I could find and writing to 
people on the soc.genealogy.medieval newsgroup - members of that newsgroup take their medieval genealogy very 
seriously (and properly so). As one person wrote to me: “Beware of 19th century genealogies”, that in many of those family 
history books genealogists (”professional” or otherwise) tried to find any link they could (however questionable or just 
making stuff up) to link a family history to English nobility and royalty. Some of the “early ancestry” in the Cushing book 
was confirmed, some was found questionable. James Cushing presented this early ancestry in “the hope that at some future 
time the work [of Frank H. Cushing] may be completed, and to commence the genealogy of the family at a point from 
which the actual descent from father to son rests on direct documentary evidence” (emphasis mine). 
 
The pages which follow are scans of the four pages of the book - actually screen grabs from the .PDF of the scanned book. 
The complete book has been digitized by the Boston Public Library and is available as a free .PDF download from 
Internet Archive at archive.org (it is 39.5Mb in size). Following those four pages are some notes on two parts of the 
ancestery found “questionable”.











The ancestry of Galfridus back to Hrolf Nefja is:
 
14. Galfridus, Gerald or Geoffry Cusyn - father or grandfather of William Cushing (Cusyn)

13. Roger or Richard Cusyn (”probably” Roger), and the ancestry seems to suggest there may be a missing generation 
between Roger or Richard and Galfridus

12. Ralf Le Cusyn or Le Cosyn de Limisi - his wife is apparently unknown

11. Gerard married Amy, daughter of Trian de Hornelade of Bidun Limisi. Fenwick Allied Ancestry (* citation below) 
calls him Gerard de Limesi, married “Amy, or Amicia, daughter of Halenade de Bidun, a baron in the time of Henry I”

10. Alan or Alan de Limesi (*) - his wife is unknown

9. Ralf or Ralph de Limesi (*) married Hadewise

8. Ralf or Ralph de Limesi (*) married Christina, sister of Prince Edgar - and this is the marriage some members of the 
soc.genealogy.medieval newsgroup had concerns with (see notes for 8. below)

7. Hugh de Toesini married a half-sister of William the Conqueror (Fenwick Allied Ancestry says “sister” of William the 
Conqueror). There appears to be no proof of this marriage (see notes for 7. below)

6. Ralf

5. Ralph, Ranulf of Apulia

4. Ralf

3. Hugo de Toesini

2. Malahjulc

1. Hrolf Nefja, Viking jarl (”leader”)

Notes:

8. The marriage of Ralph de Limesi to Christina or Christiana, sister of “Prince Edgar” (aka: “Edgar Atheling”), is the 
marriage a couple members of soc.genealogy.medieval had concerns with.  The main point brought up was that Christina 
was a nun at Rumsey (also spelled Romsey and Ramsey) and so “probably did not marry”, and that she was a nun and/or 
abbess at Rumsey appears well documented. But was she always a nun at Rumsey? Dates are somewhat lacking in trying to 
learn more about this. From somewhere (I don’t recall the source) I have that Christina was born probably about 1055. 
She is listed as having lands/estates in “Oxen.” (Oxfordshire?) and Warwickshire when the Domesday books were being 
recorded (1080-1090). Would she have still held those lands at the time if she were a nun at the time? Wouldn’t they have 
been acquired by, or given to, the church? (a question based in my lack of knowledge (aka: “ignorance”) about the history 
and customs of the time). A more recent source than the Cushing and Fenwick genealogies,  Agatha, Wife of the 
Atheling Eadward by G. Andrews Moriarty, A.M., LL.B., F.S.A. in the NEHGS Register in January 1952 (*** citation 
below), appears to show Christina an “abbess at Ramsey” in 1086 . If she married Ralph de Limesy and had a son named 
Ralph (Ralf ) the dates are unknown. It is known that Ralph de Limesy was alive in 1095 though, as he founded a 
Benedictine house in Hertford that year (according to source ** below). If being an “abbess” is the same as being a “nun” 
those two dates would seem to indicate that Christina did not marry, and the claim that Ralph de Limesy married 
“Princess Christina” should be viewed skeptically.

7. In a 1997 Prosopen Newsletter titled Ralph de Limesy: Conqueror’s Nephew? The Origins of a Discounted Claim 
(** citation below ) author Peter Jackson of the University of Oxford writes that the claim that Ralph de Limesy was a 



nephew of William the Conqueror - and that therefore his father Hugh married a sister or half-sister of the Conqueror 
(though Hugh not named in the article) - “has long been discounted”. So I don’t just rewrite the entire article here the link 
to it is: http://users.ox.ac.uk/~prosop/prosopon/issue6-1.pdf. It basically boils down to there being no definitive 
proof that Hugh married a sister or half-sister of King William I - that Ralph de Limesy was a nephew of the Conqueror. 
The article doesn’t rule out that there may have been a relationship of some kind, but there’s no proof of this specific 
relationship. Peter Jackson concludes the article with: 

“That there were connections of patronage, and perhaps of kinship, between the Limésys and the dukes of 
Normandy is not in question. Indeed, the granting of so many estates to Ralph by the Conqueror virtually proves as 
much, and bearers of this name witnessed Norman ducal charters before the Conquest; but there is no 
contemporary evidence whatever for a marriage between a sister of William and a member of the Limésy family. 
Nevertheless, the story has died hard: the editor’s notes to the Phillimore edition of Norfolk Domesday (1984) 
report that Ralph was ‘the sister’s-son to King William’. It is a salutary reminder that a claim made orally in a 
medieval monastery and committed to writing by an early modern antiquary can still circulate in print even in our 
own day.”

Sources for notes:

(*) Fenwick Allied Ancestry by Edwin Jaquett Sellers (1916). Original sources are cited in that book, though it is 
certainly possible that more information may have been learned and/or corrected since its publication.

(**)  Ralph de Limesy: Conqueror’s Nephew? The Origins of a Discounted Claim by Peter Jackson (University of 
Oxford), 1997, published online as a .PDF in the Prosopen Newsletter (http://users.ox.ac.uk/~prosop/prosopon/issue6-
1.pdf ). The newsletter is a publication of the Unit for Prosopographical Research at Linacre College, Oxford “dedicated 
to the study and promotion, and, where necessary, development, of the disciplines and methods of medieval 
prosopography” - Merriam-Webster definition of prosopography: a study that identifies and relates a group of persons or 
characters within a particular historical or literary context.

(***) Agatha, Wife of the Atheling Eadward by G. Andrews Moriarty, A.M., LL.B., F.S.A. (communicated by the 
Committee on English and Foreign Research) in the New England Historic Genealogical Society Register, Jan. 1952, pgs. 
52-60.


